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Today in luxury:

Kering holds exploratory talks on deal for Moncler

Kering SA has held exploratory talks with Moncler SpA about a potential deal for the Italian skiwear maker, people
with knowledge of the matter said, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Gucci partners with Snap on AR-friendly glasses

At Art Basel in Miami Wednesday night, Snap Inc debuted a collaboration with Spectacles 3, Gucci and filmmaker
Harmony Korine. Gucci designed a limited-edition pair of the Snap glasses, while Korine made a short film using
Spectacles 3 overlaid with augmented-reality elements, reports Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business

Aquazzura extends colorful vision to jewelry

Edgardo Osorio of Aquazzura lives a colorful life that involves many a stylish woman and trips around the world
including a yearly trip to Turkey with a close-knit group of friends, among whom is up-and-coming Turkish jeweler
Begum Khan, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

The luxe way to fly? Book a hotel with its own plane

What do really cushy hospitality brands and air travel have in common? Not much. But now some top hotel groups
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are trying to help their fans skip the indignities of commercial flights by launching their own planes, says the Wall
Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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